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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This study is the result of a project funded by Hivos to investigate the feasibility of 

eliminating all fossil fuels on an “Iconic Island” of Sumba, Indonesia, with a focus on 

Central Sumba, which has a population of approximately 65,000 people in approximately 

10,000-12,000 households, 10% of the total in Sumba Island. These households were 

mapped, generating latitudes and longitudes for every visible building in Central Sumba, 

and fieldwork allowed the extent of the grid to be more fully defined. The combination of 

these two data sets generates an estimate of 2500-3500 are within 1-2km of the grid and 

hence assumed to have access to grid electricity, leaving approximately 8000-9000 

offgrid households.  

 

Field discussions with stakeholders has determined that at least 1000 of these were 

delivered free 2.5-5W solar systems from the local office of the Ministry of Energy and 

Mines, and at least 4500 14Wp solar systems have been delivered via a rental program by 

the major power company, PLN, as part of the SEHEN program. Also noted in the field 

were a small fraction of households that had larger 50-100Wp systems that pre-date both 

programs. This gives a total of 5500-6500 households that have solar power in offgrid 

Central Sumba, and 8000-10,000 households that have access to electricity, leaving only 

approximately 2000 households that lack electricity and are still using kerosene. Hence, 

"access to electricity" can be considered as high as 70-80% for Central Sumba, which is 

far above the initial estimate of 30-50% at the start of this study. 

 

Field visits to 129 locations and 40 proposed charging station sites around Central Sumba 

over 10 days yielded local market penetration of solar power across the region, ranging 

from 0-20% in a few very areas to a 70-100% penetration in many places. A map of solar 

penetration has been created, to further guide field implementation and fine-tune 

interventions in various areas. From this fieldwork, 5 pilot project sites have been 

identified to kickstart a program that will plans to eliminate all kerosene lighting in 

Central Sumba within 18 months, and, over 5-7 years, demonstrate a commercially viable 

energy lending methodology via the use of centralized power generation in solar charging 

stations, followed later by minigrids once investment risk has been reduced from 

experience gained.  

 

75 charging stations were identified in desktop analysis, and 15-25 of these must be 

eliminated as their location are within the extents of the grid, leaving 50-60 charging 

stations that need to be constructed to provide full coverage to all households in Central 

Sumba. Of the 75 sites identified, 30 were not visited and 45 were visited, above the 

original project scope of 15-20 sites, and 129 data points from the field were gathered 

from about 35% of Central Sumba, in and around the proposed sites.  

 

The SEHEN program has rolled out very well in the last 1-2 years, but suffers from poor 

system quality, as 10% of lamps have failed within 6 months, possibly mostly due to 

wiring and connections, though the balance of system seems robust. This technical 

weakness and apparent lack of warranty support for replacements may result in defaults 

of planned monthly payments of approximately Rp 35,000 ($3.50), which is paid as 

ongoing rental for 14Wp 3x3W lamp systems. It will be very difficult to implement a 
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rural electrification program for 2000 households if 5000 SEHEN households are 

experiencing problems with their systems and default levels are high, so part of the 

project design includes support for warranty assistance and/or leasing of spare 3W lamps 

to replace broken ones, should free warrantied lamps not be available. Many SEHEN 

systems also lack the ability to charge a mobile phone (this feature required a cash 

purchase, not leasing), so there appears to be demand for leasing add-on equipment to 

charge phones. 

 

Leasing full household lighting + phone charging kits to kerosene-using households, and 

leasing spare parts to SEHEN households, forms 76% and 10% of gross revenue 

respectively. The remaining revenue would be generated from assisting the SEHEN 

program to collect loans and manage default levels, where the project would collect the 

Rp 35,000/month but keep a share of revenue of Rp 10,000/month, and guarantee 

payment of Rp 25,000/month to PLN, which makes sense for PLN if defaults are higher 

than 30%. However, if there is resistance to this plan, similar revenue can be generated by 

investing further in non-lighting, non-telephony end uses of electricity via the centralized 

charging station, as a kind of "light industrial area" of the village that has power tools for 

house construction, TVs and/or an informal movie hall, food-processing equipment like 

blenders and grinders, knife sharpening stones, 12V washing machines and similar. These 

would be used at a rate of $0.20/use, similar to the market rate of mobile phone charging. 

 

The capital cost of the project (excluding any "light industrial uses") total $300,000, 

which is 65% for home lighting systems and 35% for the solar charging stations and 60% 

for home lighting and phone charging kits to 1500 households and 5% for spare parts to 

1500 households. This includes purchase of product, shipping to Sumba and to site and 

final installation. Across 50 charging station sites, the average loan per village will be 

$6000, and across 3000 household customers, an average loan per household of $100. It 

is assumed that 90% of households will opt for 3x1W kits and 10% for 1x1W kits, which 

will respectively cost $55 and $190 fully per household. Spare parts will cost $10-25 

fully installed. The 50 solar charging stations will be supported by a 3-man field office 

based in Waibakul, and this field office will also required $11,000 of capital investment to 

set up, including motorbikes, office equipment and demonstration systems. 

 

Revenue is targeted to average $1/week from 3000 customers (50% kerosene-using and 

50% SEHEN-using), generating gross revenue of $150,000/year. Local village 

agents/entrepreneurs, one per station, will keep 10% of this revenue as their incentive to 

collect household payments (possibly paid in kind via free product use rather than in 

cash). Combined with an assumed 2% default rate after 18 months of project experience 

(dropping from 30% in the first months), the net revenue collected by the field office will 

be approximately $130,000/year. The operating expense of the field office is 

$35,000-40,000/year, or 28% share of revenue, which is similar to microfinance interest 

rates, and hence $90,000/year is available to return to investors. A 5% loan over 6-7 years 

will result in $90,000 of interest being paid, approximately $15,000/year, so $75,000 will 

repay the investment capital in a simple payback period of around 4 years. However, the 

project will require 1.5 years to ramp up to scale and 0.5 year to shut down, so the project 

period is 6.5 years, with capital to be invested in an 18-month implementation period.  
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During scale-up, the field office will require approximately $20,000 of setup costs to 

cover operations until a break-even volume of households are reached, after which 50% 

of the $38,000/year annual cost is for salaries, and most of the other 50% is for travel/fuel 

to visit entrepreneurs, office rent and equipment depreciation. Two field officers will visit 

25 entrepreneurs each on a monthly basis, or two sites per day for 12-15 days/month. A 

general manager will co-ordinate these visits and do all financial reporting. This "branch 

office" approach that manages $300,000-500,000 of energy assets, lent to villagers over 

approximately 5 years, can be replicate throughout Sumba to eradicate other kerosene 

lamps in rural households. To serve 10,000-30,000 such households 3-10 such "branch 

offices" may be required. 

 

A full schedule of near term and 5-year activities is provided, as well as a detailed 

financial model, detailed field logs from villages and a large amount of useful mapping 

data, including household locations. 
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1 Background 
This study is the result of a project funded by Hivos to investigate the feasibility of 

eliminating all fossil fuels on an “Iconic Island” of Sumba, Indonesia. This island has 

approximately 80,000 off-grid households, many of whom were assumed to be using 

kerosene lighting, though fieldwork has confirmed in Central Sumba that kerosene 

lamp usage has reduced considerably as the government power company (PLN) rolls 

out a subsidized solar electrification program, mostly via solar home systems. This 

study adds further detail towards a financially sustainable plan to help 10,000-40,000 

households gain access to electricity, and continue to have access (the Project).  

 

To start with, the smallest of three administrative regions has been assessed in this 

study, Central Sumba, which around 8000 off-grid households, of which we have 

found around 70% have access to solar already. A previous report to Hivos mapped all 

the households in Central Sumba (approximately 10,000) and outlined a desktop plan 

of rural electrification based on up to 75 solar charging stations which were within 

2km of 97% of households. This report adds field knowledge and refinement to that 

desktop plan, after a majority of the proposed sites were visited during January 2013. 

A refined financial business model will also presented to demonstrate financial 

sustainability and estimate the investment capital required for the Project, and returns 

on investment. 

 

The contract period for this project was 1
st
 January – 15

th
 February, 2013. 

 

 

2 Development Context 
2.1 Geographical Scope 

Hivos has a focus on Sumba Island in Indonesia, NTT province. In the Asia-Pacific 

region, from a global total of around 1.4 billion people lacking electricity, there are 

about 700 million households. Most are in South Asia, while the balance are in 

south-east Asia and the Pacific, with approximately 70-100 million people lacking 

electricity in Indonesia, or 12-18 million households at an often-quoted electrification 

rate of around 72%. However, statistics on the use of kerosene for lighting, secured 

during this project from national Census results (BPS, 

2010), indicate that while 72% of the country has grid 

electricity from PLN, only 6% of the country is using 

kerosene lighting, with the balance using informal 

connections to the grid, diesel generators or solar. 

 

The statistics also indicate approximately 50% use of 

kerosene lamps in NTT. Given there are approximately 

120,000 households on Sumba Island, statistics suggest 

50,000-60,000 offgrid kerosene-using households can be 

found on Sumba Island. Our fieldwork in Central Sumba 

suggests that the use of kerosene lamps is as low as 

10-20%, and only 1,000-2,000 households still use 

kerosene lamps in Central Sumba. This is due to the large 

Kerosene sold from bucket 
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rollout of solar home systems by PLN in the last 2 years. The use of kerosene lamps 

may be higher in East and West Sumba, because the populations are larger and PLN 

may not have reached as high a proportion of households, but overall, kerosene 

lighting has probably dropped from 50% to 20-30% in the last 2 years across all of 

Sumba Island.  

 

The first uses of electricity by households globally are typically residential uses such 

as lighting, mobile phone charging and radio during the night and the day, with later 

uses including TVs, fans, refrigeration and non-residential uses such as water 

pumping for irrigation. As detailed in the previous studies, the investment climate is 

challenging, with subsidized fossil fuels, subsidized solar programs from the 

government, there are no risk guarantees for investors, and our program will focus 

generally on the first “steps” of the “energy ladder”, such as lighting and phone 

charging, but also explores possibilities for higher power needs as well as the target 

village households “climb the energy ladder”. The definition of “access to energy” 

has also be explored in detail in the previous report, and it is assumed that this Project 

has a focus on delivering 1-10W per household to villages by an appropriate and 

commercially viable means, as a stepping stone towards higher levels of energy at the 

least possible cost, probably via a mixture of minigrids and grid extension. 

 

2.2 Market Characteristics of Energy Poverty in the Target Geography 

The target geography has a primary focus of Sumba Island, which has 3 major 

administrative regions. The electricity access rate for these 3 regions has been sourced, 

so some market segmentation is possible. This study has focused on the smallest of 

these regions, Central Sumba. For background purposes, the electricity access market 

of Indonesia by province, as per BPS statistics, can be supplied upon request.  

 

A previous major deliverable was a detailed map of the geographic distribution of 

rural households across central Sumba, as shown in the following map. The data 

generated is more accurately a “Buildings” layer rather than a household layer, as 

non-residential households were also marked, and some households have multiple 

buildings. Therefore, the 10,000 points created may only have identified around 8000 

households, and it is impossible to give an accurate estimate without ground 

validation, which is very expensive. Some buildings were marked twice, but most 

were removed during QC processing (but probably not all). The map below shows the 

result of this mapping, with a concentration of households unsurprisingly near the 

main two roads of the province. The desktop plan suggested that 75 potential 

power/charging stations or energy service centres could be located such that 97% of 

these households would be no more than 2km from the nearest Village Service Centre 

(VSC). Some are marked below as targets to visit and inspect, but considerably more 

were visited than those marked. One Regional Service Centre (RSC), marked in blue, 

located in the main town, would support the network of VSCs. 
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This study focused on visiting as many of these populated areas and VSC sites as 

possible. The cluster of villages in the north-east region were not visited, nor the few 

households in the extreme south, but the majority of other regions in Central Sumba 

were visited during 5-6 days of field visits with local Hivos staff. The terrain is 

generally hilly north of the main east-west highway, and rice paddy flat land south of 

the highway. A large forested national park explains why no households are located in 

the eastern part of the main east-west highway. Many more roads exist than are shown 

on the road network on this map, including  

 a mostly sealed north-south road along the eastern edge of the region,  

 a major sealed road through the centre of the region where there are clearly 

high densities of households,  

 a sealed road along the northern coastline extending to the north-west, and 

 a good network of unsealed roads in the central-western area 

 

This improved road network, compared to our initial data found during the last study, 

allowed considerably more sites to be visited than the 15-20 sites initially scoped and 

planned and marked above. 

 

3 Field Study Results 
3.1 Field Sites Visited 

The following diagram shows the original 75 charging station locations (black dots), 

the 2km service boundary around them, and the 129 points of field data collected 

(blue stars), together with an improved road map network dataset that was secured 

from a large collection of data secured from local sources. Even this improved dataset 

did not show a very good quality paved road that runs through the middle of Central 

Sumba, east-west, where the majority of sites were, nor did it show minor unsealed 

roads branching off it. Villages visited by road north-west of the main road junction 

(Waibakul) also do not have these roads marked.  

 

A set of 1:25,000 topographical maps were secured from the Lands Department in 
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Jakarta before the fieldwork, and these proved to be critical for fieldwork, particularly 

once the mobile phone network was lost and we no longer had access to Google Maps 

and online satellite imagery. As such, having these maps scanned and georeferenced 

to add to the offline GIS system is very highly recommended, and the process was 

partially completed during this project. 

 

 
 

Of the 75 charging station sites identified, those not visited within 1km included 

 12 in the north-east 

 2 in the extreme south and 1 just south of the main highway 

 3 in the centre, north-east of the main road junction 

 5 along further north on minor roads off the main unmarked 

 3-4 in the south-east corner of the province 

 5 in the centre west between the Mamboro highway and the province 

border 

 

Additional points (in orange) have been added to provide an accurate seamless 

coverage of all roads traveled, including a visit to a microhydro site in the centre, 

north-east of the main road junction. A 1km buffer has been created to give a 

reasonably accurate summary of all regions visited. All sites on the main east-west 

highway were all visited and, east of the national park, were all serviced by the main 

grid. All sites on the Mamboro highway were also visited, which were almost all 

offgrid regions but with 90-95% penetration of the SEHEN solar program (including 

5-10% penetration of older and larger solar home systems from previous programs). 

Therefore, of the 75 sites identified, 30 were not visited and 45 were visited, above 

the original project scope of 15-20 sites. 

 

3.2 Field Data Collected 

3.2.1 Road network and general location data 

The complete log of field data can be provided on request, which includes 129 GPS 

Mamboro 

Waibakul 
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co-ordinates of each stop made. Field notes were made on the location, on the electric 

grid presence (or not), on mobile phone availability, and data taken during village 

interviews. No villages or regions needed to be visited on foot – the road network in 

off-grid areas is quite extensive (far more extensive than shown on the map above), 

though in some locations, only passable on a motorbike and not by our 4WD.  

 

The main town of Waibakul is located at the main road junction in the centre of 

Sumba, and Mamboro is located due north near the coast – these are the main two 

reference points, as marked on the above map.  

 

3.2.2 Electric grid network 

The edge of the electric low voltage grid (22kV and lower) was noted during the 

fieldwork to try and give greater detail and understanding about exactly how far the 

grid extends to, but time did not permit a complete survey of the network. The grid 

does not extend north of the main east-west highway more than a few kilometres, so 

reaching off-grid households is quite straightforward near Waibakul.  

 

The map below shows the surveyed parts of the grid with a 1km buffer around the 

grid line, and some estimates south of Waibakul of where the grid is likely to be, 

based on field discussions. In the north-east corner of the province, the grid from 

West Sumba extends into Central Province (a recent extension in the last 12 months), 

but does not yet connect to the Mamboro minigrid.  

 

 
It can be clearly seen that 13 of the charging stations are clearly in on-grid regions, 

and 5-10 more are within 2-3km of the grid. Using GIS tools, it is possible to 

determine that about 4000 of the 10,000 households we have geolocated in Central 

Sumba are located within 1km of the grid, so the grid connection status 35-40%. Due 

to double-counting of some households, the actual number of Central Sumba 

households might be closer to 8000-9000, of which 2500-3500 are on-grid, leaving 

the number of off-grid households at 5000-6000. As shown later, 70% of these 
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households have solar, leaving 30% or around 2000 households that still use kerosene 

lighting. 

 

Grid extension plans have been discussed with the local PLN office, and a copy of 

detailed plans have been secured. A major focus will be to extend the 22kV network 

so that Mamboro, Waibakul, West Sumba and East Sumba are all interconnected – 

grid extension to north-east Central Sumba is also high on the priority list. Minor grid 

extensions near Waibakul are also planned.  

 

The dataset of household locations we generated in these projects was of strong 

interest to the local PLN manager, for demand density planning of grid extensions, so 

a copy of this data set was given in exchange for their dataset. 

 

3.2.3 Solar home system market penetration 

Field observations allowed us to estimate the variable penetration levels of solar home 

systems from the SEHEN program run by PLN across Central Sumba. Overall in 

general, the market penetration was around 70% for Central Sumba, which is a very 

impressive rollout of systems to even the most remote parts we could visit, in just the 

last 1-2 years, and this is probably raised the rate of electrification for Central Sumba 

from 30-40% to 60-70% in two years. In some locations, names of villages from the 

topographical maps did not match the village names when we asked the locals. 

Schools were noted where possible, as this can be a useful natural aggregation point 

where battery charging stations could be located.  

 

The map above used field data sample points (black crosses) to generate Thiessen 

polygon areas of solar SEHEN penetration that we have observed. Extrapolations to 

non-visited areas, like the north-east, should be interpreted carefully, as no site data 

has been observed, and only the nearest data point could be used. The grid has been 

blacked out, and household locations is also shown, to help identify the most 
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promising markets of Central Sumba.This demonstrates that, overall, 80-100% of 

households have been reached in most areas. There may be some small regions of low 

SEHEN solar penetration close to Waibakul (we verified in one location to the 

north-west, but not to the east near the edge of the grid), and there may also be low 

penetration areas to the north and north-west. Other regions have around 50% market 

penetration of SEHEN solar, such as the centre-west and far south-east and, we 

suspect, the unvisited north-east. 

 

3.2.4 Mobile phone reception 

Mobile phone reception was good near the main two towns in the centre and on the 

north coast, but quite patchy elsewhere (even on the main roads) and in many villages 

was completely non-existent. This is important for village energy solutions that use 

mobile phone based technologies to manage credit. 

 

A similar Thiessen polygon map can be created on request showing approximate 

mobile phone coverage from our field notes.  

 

3.3 Quantitative Field Data Analysis 

With the grid-connected and offgrid households now identified, and an estimate of 

the % of solar home system penetration for various areas of Central Sumba, we can 

now total up approximately how many households have solar and how many do not in 

the offgrid regions.  

 

The following data shows the results of this analysis – of approximately 6000 offgrid 

households, approximately 72% have access to solar, or around 4200 households. 

This matches very well with data secured from PLN about how many systems they 

have installed in Central Sumba. Therefore, approximately 1800-2000 remain offgrid. 

The frequency is not normally distributed at all, but heavily skewed to the right, 

which is also apparent from the study of the median compared to the average (ie. 50% 

of offgrid households have 90% likely to have solar). 

 

 

 

These statistics are calculated from the observed market penetration of solar in 

approximately 50 locations around Central Sumba, as summarized in 3.2.3. However, 

to further check this estimate, visits were made to the organizers of these solar 

programs – the PLN office that runs the SEHEN program, and the Department of 
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Energy and Mines office. Both offices were very obliging with our enquiries, and 

supplied historical records of all installations made. PLN estimates around 4300 solar 

lighting kits from Adyasolar have been installed in Central Sumba, while the 

Department of Mines and Energy could account for 1000 smaller systems from 

Solarland via FokusLighting, that were given away during the last 2-3 years, but 

excluding older and very recent installations. This total of installations (5300 

households) agrees well with our field observations and estimations (6147 

households).  

 

Photos of these kits are shown below – they are 2.5W and 14W kits respectively, 

costing around Rp 1.5 million and Rp 3 million. The 14W kits account for 90-95% of 

all kits in the feild. Lamp failures for the 2.5W kit are low, but are high (~10% after 6 

months) for the Adyasolar system. A unique feature of the Adyasolar system is that 

the battery storage is located in each of the three 3W LED lamps, rather than in a 

separate central battery, and this leads to a loss of battery capacity when a lamp fails, 

not just a loss of lighting. A remote control for turning Adyasolar lamps on and off is 

also an interesting feature, rather than switches in the house-wiring. 

 

 

3.4 Qualitative Field Data Analysis 

During field inspections, the following was found: 

 

 Lamps are failing: approximately 1 lamp in every 3 SEHEN solar 

households already have 1 or more failed lamps within 6 months of 

operation. This is about 10% off all lamps installed, which is around 3 

lamps / system x 4000-5000 systems x 10% = 1200-1500 failed lamps. 

The solar panels are fine, and it is likely that the batteries in the lamps 

are fine – some households have reported that the major failure is in the 

household wiring or battery connection terminals inside the battery pack, 

not of the LEDs or battery. 

 

 After-sales support is lacking: Few, if any, households interviewed 
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had been able to secure a replacement lamp, despite that the systems 

have a 3 year warranty.  

 

 Collections are possibly facing a high default rate: Few, if any, 

households interviewed had made a payment beyond the initial deposit 

of Rp 250,000-500,000 (~$25-50) that was needed to obtain a system, 

and which was usually met 50-100% by the village government 

representative rather than from the households. This deposit entitles the 

village household to 6 months of use of the SEHEN system, which is 

leased indefinitely to the household (there is no transfer of ownership 

after the end of a loan period). At the time of this field report in early 

2013, a minority of households had already reached the 6 month mark, 

and at the time of this report, almost 100% of households would have 

had a payment due. The process to make the payment is that villagers 

will go to the NTT/BPD bank branch Waibakul and make a deposit of 

Rp 250,000 every 6 months, or Rp 35,000 per month (varied from 

village to village) – there is no planned collection by PLN or others 

coming out to the villagers, as is normal in microfinance practice. 

Despite the distances involved of 5-50 kilometres, this seems feasible 

for most households, who visit town every 2-4 weeks for their needs. 

 

At the time of the field studies, PLN had not yet employed a loan 

collection manager, and at the date of this report, it is unknown if such a 

hire has been made. It is a distinct possibility that this rather passive 

loan collection process, combined with failing lamps and limited 

warranty support, has now resulted in a high default on payments. This 

should then lead to a high system repossession rate – the process is that 

the lamps are taken away if a payment is 3 months late, and the whole 

system removed if the payment is 6 months late. However, it is 

questionable if repossessions will actually occur at all, given the low 

resources. 

 

 Demand for service exists, and willingness to pay: Many SEHEN 

customers did not pay the Rp 50,000 (~$5) extra for a phone charger to 

be added to the system, and as such, still recharge their phone for free 

from neighbours, or family/friends at the edge of the grid, or paid for 

phone charging in town at Rp 2000 ($0.20) every week. Approximately 

50% of offgrid households seem to own a mobile phone – a higher 

proportion on less remote areas, and lower proportions where the 

mobile coverage was poor or non-existent. Households that are leasing 

SEHEN systems indicated a willingness to pay another Rp 15,000 per 

month for an extra lamp and a phone charging system. There was also 

strong interest in any service that might help with lamp replacement, 

though the willingness to pay for such a service is not as obvious. 

Payment of Rp 2000 for a successfully replaced lamp is probably quite 

viable, given it is similar to the cost of a mobile phone recharge. 
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In addition to these main observations from the field, it was also observed that most 

villages had a demand for agro-processing of some nature. Some regions (mostly flat) 

were dominated by rice-growing, and a rice huller was of interest to many villages when 

asked, while in other regions (mostly hilly), corn was the staple food crop, and a corn 

grinder to make flour would be a useful intervention. The local method is a two-step 

process of pounding in a wooden mortar and pestle, then scraping grain into flour using 

stones, as shown to this photo (below).  

 

 

It is beyond the scope of this project to determine the financial viability of 

agro-processing, which would require estimating the area under harvest, but this could be 

an alternative entry point and is worthy of additional assessment if the project moves 

towards implementation, if only for humanitarian reasons. 

 

3.5 Project Site Identification 

Several prospective sites were found during the fieldwork. These were in locations that 

did not have 80-100% market penetration of the SEHEN solar program, given that the 

aim of this project is to eliminate fossil fuels on Sumba (specifically kerosene lighting). 

The areas identified typically had 30-60% market penetration of SEHEN solar, and no 

site could be found that the SEHEN program had not already reached. This leads us to the 

conclusion that a Hivos electrification program must co-exist in any village with the 

SEHEN program, so expectations and behavior exhibited by participating households of 

the SEHEN program are guaranteed to influence the expectations and behavior of 

Hivos-serviced households. 

 

To undertake a rural electrification project in this area without any project component 

devoted to actively mitigating the risks of SEHEN household behaviour impacting 

non-SEHEN households is not recommended. 

 

The following map shows the proposed pilot project sites. 
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SiteName Date Time Waypoint number GPS_lat GPS_long Note_location Note_phone SEHEN_PCT Note_village

Site 1 14/1/2013 11:10:00 963 -9.6536 119.8217

Border crossing to East

Sumba, just before

bridge crossing of large

river.

Yes 50.00% Langa Liru village, large. Mary's shop + survey. 50% SEHEN

Site 2a 15/1/2013 17:51:00 620 -9.6002 119.479 Low 0.00%
16hh, all kero, well clustered, children go to Desa Sobarade

school, not hwy school. vill name tomatoba

Site 2b 15/1/2013 18:20:00 none -9.6095 119.4589 0.00% 20-30hh, no sehen?

Site 3 17/1/2013 13:09:00 653 -9.4276 119.456 Unsealed rough road Available 25.00%

One 3VA Yanmar diessel generator operated 2x4h/week.

Potential for corn grinding machine attached to Yanmar, or

stand alone. Some hh take 20kg of corn to grid-based mill,

charge is Rp 500/kg. One family need 2-3kg/day.

Site 4 17/1/2013 18:22:00 none -9.46 119.5352
unsealed good road

west from highway
No 70.00%

Visited school, 180hh in area, 280 students. Some using kero.

Will gather data, could find 20-40 households to participate in

pilot. School head visited PLN about broken lamps in village,

and PLN promised to visit, but haven't.

Site 5 15/1/2013 13:50:00 982 -9.582 119.559
along Kabelawuntu

road, Lalori village
Available 25.00%

8-10 more households, 2 SEHEN, 1 with broken solar (using 2

kero lamps, no cell phone), other hh no solar using kero,

School nearby  
 

3.6 Other Field Study Observations 

A range of other observations were made in the field that may prove useful to the project. 

These include data gathered from key stakeholders to check agreement with our own field 

observations; that the household mapping work to geo-locate over 10,000 households cost 

less than 0.1% of the planned investments in village and were a very useful feasibility 

tool that optimized field time, and proved of value to the PLN planning managers; other 

non-lighting uses of electricity that may show promise as entry points interventions into 

villages; existing larger older solar systems that could potentially be utilized, such as rural 

telecommunication centres that now seem defunct; and non-solar power generation 

potential (where biomass gasification shows good promise to power battery-free 

minigrids in the future, but microhydro, wind and biofuel do not show much promise).  
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4 Business Model 
4.1 Project Design 

Overall, several key design assumptions can now be made from the field data 

collected: 

 

1. Service everything: with such a high penetration of SEHEN and older, 

larger solar systems, a major project concept not previously considered is to 

offer services to owners of SEHEN solar systems and other third-party 

assets. We should not just focus on servicing our own newly installed 

systems – leasing spare parts for existing systems, or helping to obtain them, 

will be a major strategy, as much as any leasing of full, complete systems. 

 

2. Beware market spoilage: there are very few greenfield sites left where 

80-100% of households are using kerosene. Two years ago, there would 

have been many, and if they had been developed then, they would probably 

have been ruined by the PLN program which is almost a give-away, zero 

cost benefit for households. On top of this, lamps are failing and people will 

become increasingly frustrated with solar energy system limitations, and 

will be willing and ready to default on any credit if no service is given 

 

3. Upsell to existing users: Existing solar home systems users are not 

completely happy with their system, and require lamp replacements, mobile 

phone charging spare parts, and could be interested in more power and 

additional lamps in some cases. There is also some interest in systems for 

TVs, but in most villages, there was little to no signal, so a Rp 1.5 million 

($150) satellite dish and decoder would also be needed. 

 

4. Find other uses of electricity: Given the majority of lighting and mobile 

phone charging needs have been met for offgrid households, training the 

field team to search for and recognize other opportunities is essential, if 

alternate revenue streams are to be developed that can generate sufficient 

revenue to repay loans. 

 

4.2 Capital cost estimate 

To deliver good quality systems of 1-3 lamps to 2000 currently offgrid households 

will cost around Rp 2-3 million ($200-300) per system, or $400,000-$600,000. Half 

of these households may be reached by SEHEN in the meantime, or may not 

participate, reducing the investment to $200,000-$300,000. This is the bare minimum 

of investment required to run a branch office, and it is highly advisable to sell or lease 

services and spare parts to existing users of solar systems (4000-5000 households), 

which make up the bulk of the offgrid market in Central Sumba (and is likely to be 

the same situation in West and East Sumba). Assuming 50% of these customers are 

also interested in a further Rp 2,000-15,000/month ($0.20-1.50) of payments for 

services or leasing of spare parts, so $10-75 of additional revenue for 3 years could 

allow for $10-70 of additional investment into some existing solar home systems.  
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With these assumptions, an investment of 25% x $50 x 4500 households = $55,000 of 

additional investments might be required. This does not increase the investment 

considerably, but may be a critically important part of engaging the full community in 

each village to insulate the larger investments made on those households who switch 

from kerosene lamps to our systems. If 2% of the village requests to lease a TV 

system, which may cost Rp 4-5 million, an additional 2% x 4500 households x Rp 4-5 

million = $35,000-45,000 of additional investment could be required. 

Agro-processing machinery leasing offers another opportunity. An additional small 

set of capital costs, up to $10,000-$15,000 worth, will be needed to set up equipment 

at the Waibakul support office, for motorbikes, office equipment and similar. 

 

4.3 Revenue model 

The revenue model for the full scale Central Sumba Energy Support Office, most 

likely located in Waibakul, would generate up to $30,000-50,000/year to runs the field 

operation, and return 10% p.a. over 3-5 years to investors for whom it would recover 

$200,000-$300,000 of invested capital in household energy assets. Two major 

revenue streams existing – assisting 25% of existing offgrid solar home system 

owners, and then also leasing products to 50 % of households that currently use 

kerosene lamps. 

 

4.3.1 The last offgrid customers 

1000 households x $2/week average = $100,000 / year, such that 

 

 15-20% of revenue ($15,000/year) stays with local village operators who 

collect from the households. If these 1000 households are located in 5-10 of 

the best solar charging station sites, each site will serve 50-100 households, 

and operators will each receive $1500-3000 / year, sufficient motivation for 

them to do the work. 

 

 20-30% of revenue ($20,000-30,000/year) stays with a loan collection team 

that visits each local village operator mentioned above, every 2-4 weeks, for 

loan collection, after sales services and upselling sales work to increase 

investments made in the village. This will pay for a branch managers’ salary 

(estimated at $10,000/year) and several assistants. Hivos recommended to 

build their own team of 3-5 around Adi Lagur or someone similar. 

 

 55-65% of revenue ($55,000-65,000/year) will be returned to Hivos to repay 

the system cost. Over 3 years, this would total $165,000-$195,000, so 

assuming 10% interest (flat) is paid per year to investors, an investment of 

around $125,000-$150,000 can be made, or $120-150 per household (Rp 

1.2-1.5 million). If the loan period is extended to 5 years, the revenue rises 

to $275,000-375,000 and the investment to $180,000-$215,000 or $180-215 

can be made per household. This is similar to current 3-lamp SEHEN 

systems. 
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4.3.2 Existing SEHEN / solar customers 

1000 existing solar households may pay an average of $1.00/month = $52,000 / year, 

which would follow a similar revenue sharing ratio as described above, but with half 

the revenue and half the investment budget available ($60-$100 per household, fully 

installed cost). 

 

4.3.3 Alternative revenue stream - SEHEN loan recovery subcontracting 

Help PLN collect SEHEN payments – if we keep Rp 5,000-10,000 from every Rp 

35,000 collected per month and keep a 10% default rate, this will collect PLN more 

money than if they keep all the Rp 35,000/month but have a default higher than 

23-35%. Request PLN management at national or regional level to consider this, and 

commit to a small trial of 50-100 households somewhere. If it became their preferred 

model, this would generate a further 4500 hh x $0.50-$1/month = $27,000-54,000 of 

additional revenue, and would demand a full service coverage of all parts of the 

province. Our financial model limits engagement to 2000 households at 

$1/month/house, for $2000/month of peak additional revenue. 

 

In additional Hivos could consider giving PLN a guarantee on the funds collected – 

whatever villagers don’t pay does not matter, PLN would receive Rp 

25,000/month/household regardless. The maximum exposure in the case of 100% 

default would be $2.50 x 4500 x 12 months/year = $135,000/year. The maximum 

revenue that would be gained is $3.50 x 4500 x 12 = $190,000/year, indicating a gross 

profit of $60,000/year to be fully subcontracted by PLN to recover their payments and 

undertake repossessions. The primary reason for attempting to be subcontracted by 

SEHEN to collect on their behalf is not for revenue generation, as our model shows 

this would contribute just 15% of all revenue, but as risk mitigation against 

households defaulting to PLN that are in the same village as our clients. It will be 

extremely difficult to maintain good repayment behaviour from one set of solar 

clients if another set are mostly defaulting. In fact, it is probably not recommended to 

undertake any project at all unless SEHEN solar customers can be directly engaged 

within our program. 

 

4.3.4 Alternative revenue stream - Television lease-purchase 

It is recognized, however, that while SEHEN solar clients might be able to be 

managed from a risk perspective, the proposed program may not be able to generate a 

revenue share from PLN, and an alternative revenue stream will be required to make 

up for the shortfall. One possibility is lease-purchase of systems large enough to 

power a 10-20W TV. A satellite TV system can be purchased for Rp 1.5 million in 

Waibakul ($150), as shown in the following photographs. 

 

The TV from this kit probably takes excessive power and should be replaced by a 

10-15W 12-14 inch LCD TV, at similar cost. A 20Wp solar system may be sufficient 

to power this, which may cost around $6-7/Wp or $200, for a system cost of $350. 

This will cost $2.50-5/week to pay off within 2-4 years, depending on investor 

tolerance for risk - initial offers can be made to the village at the higher tariffs and 

2-year payback, and if there is no demand, alternative financing terms can be sourced 
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to lengthen the amortization period. However, this is simply the cost of investment 

capital, and does not include the costs of field staff recovering the capital. The 

proposed model shows that 60% of all gross revenue from villagers reaches investors 

(capital + interest) while 40% covers operational costs. Therefore, weekly repayments 

would have to be $2.50-$5.00 / 60% = $4.25-$8.50.  

 

 

The purpose of this TV promotional program, or lease-purchasing of any other useful 

household appliance (electrical or not), would be to replace the peak gross revenue of 

$2000/month (from 2000 households @ $1/month) of gross revenue that was generated 

by the SEHEN payment collection proposal. As TV weekly tariff is estimated at 

$4.25-$8.50 per household, of which 40% contributes towards covering operational 

expenses, or $1.70-$3.40 per week. Hence, the monthly revenue portion that would 

directly pay for operational costs (as did the $1/week SEHEN concept) would be 

$6.80-$12.60 / household / month.  

 

To generate $2000/month, participation by 

150-300 TV-leasing households to fully 

replace the 2000 SEHEN revenue-sharing 

households and associated revenue stream. 

Given there are approximately 7000 off-grid 

households in Central Sumba, of which we 

hope to bring lighting to 2000 and engage a 

further 2000 SEHEN users, this critical mass 

represents 2-5% of all offgrid households. We 

estimate a peak of 50 charging stations would 
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be established across Central Sumba, so the target would be to secure 3-6 TV clients 

per charging station. It will be known early if this is achievable at the proposed tariff of 

$4.25-$8.50/week, or if other alternative technologies need to be investigated. 

 

4.3.5 Alternative revenue stream - Light industrial centres 

Another alternative is to establish a "light industrial centre" (LIC) at the charging 

station of high power equipment, such as 12V blenders, grinders, power tools for 

construction, even a clothes washing machine, and offering these on a pay-per-use 

basis. Music and entertainment facilities may be another option as well, such as a 

small informal movie theatre using a low power projector. Detailed product 

specifications, suppliers, system designs and cost models may be obtained on enquiry 

from the author, but the following sections present the main essence of the model.  

 

Based on the fees seen for agro-processing of cooking ingredients in other countries' 

markets of $0.20 per use, and a similar rate for mobile phone recharging in Central 

Sumba, one can assume that $0.12 would go to capital + interest repayments and 

$0.08 would cover operational costs. To generate $2000/month across 50 charging 

stations ($40 / month / LIC) at $0.08 opex contribution/month, one can clearly 

determine that 25,000 uses per month would be required (500 uses / month / LIC) - 

this is weekly uses by around 6000 households or bi-weekly uses by around 3000 

households, or 60-120 households per charging station. This is 50-100% participation 

of targeted households, so a very high requirement. Gross revenue from households 

would be 25,000 x $0.20/use = $5000/month, or $100/month/LIC. 

 

The share of revenue for capital investment would be 60% of the gross ($3000/month) 

or $36,000/year, while the balance can cover operational costs. Assuming a 2-5 year 

investment period and 10% interest, the capital investment in tools and power that is 

being used would be $60,000-$165,000, or $1200-$3300 per charging station. If the 

cost of the power for the system is 50-60% of this budget, as per the TV example 

($200 for solar from $350 total) and the installed cost of power is $6-7/Wp (including 

batteries and connections but preferably not inverters), one could estimate the "light 

industrial centre" would include a 100-300Wp solar installation, or 4-12 watts per 

household, and generating 0.4-1kWh per day of useful energy.  

 

With the right end uses (and a budget of $500-$1500 for those end uses), this 

"industrial" power system may indeed provide a sufficient variety of tools to engage 

the majority of the village 1-2 times per week.  

 

An example of a $400/month revenue-generating "light industrial centre" could be a 

combination of a movie theatre ($250-500, 50W x 4 hours) capturing 10 clients per 

night + a food processor / blender / grinder ($100-300, 200W x 5 minutes per use) 

capturing 5 1-hour customers per day + a multifunctional power tool set of saw / drill 

/ plane / sharpening stone ($150-$500, 200W x 10 minutes per use) capturing five 

1-hour customers per day. 
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Daily Energy Demand:   200Wx4h + 200Wx(5/60x5)h + 200Wx(5/60x5)h  = 800+83+83Wh

                    = 0.96kWh 

Daily Energy Available:   0.4-1kWh/day from a 100-300 Wp system 

Cost of Tools:     $500-$1300 

Cost of Power:     300Wp + 300Ah battery + 20Amp by-passable controller   = $1800  

Number of uses / month:  10 x 30 + 5 x 30 + 5 x 30        = 600 

Monthly Gross Revenue:   10 x $0.20 x 30 + 5 x $0.20 x 30 + 5 x $0.20 x 30   = $120 

 

Opex share to operator and Hivos team  = 40%  = $48/month 

Capex share returned to investors   = 60% = $72/month 

 = $864/year 

Capital Cost of LIC    = $1200+$1800 = $3000 

Simple payback period       = 3.5 years 

Repayable within 5 years at 10% p.a. Interest, or 4 years at 5% p.a. interest 

 

If the benefit of the LIC is strong enough to the village that the loss of it is highly 

undesirable to households, and is due to defaults they are making on regular 

non-SEHEN solar system or battery charging payments, then there is a good chance 

that the proposed business model can work even in the presence of high default 

behaviour of SEHEN solar clients, as the non-SEHEN solar clients would be eligible 

to use the LIC facilities, and only if SEHEN solar clients paid promptly could they 

use the LIC facilities. Mass default by all LIC users would, of course, lead to the 

removal of the LIC and all solar kits from the village. 

 

The same cannot be said of the TV lease-purchasing program. The shared 

infrastructure of the LIC to the community means that, if default by a minority of 

households (10-40%) could threaten the availability of the infrastructure for the 

majority, community pressure will likely be brought by the majority upon the 

minority. In the case of individual TV leases to individual households, there is less 

opportunity to mobilize such group dynamics, which are known as a key success to 

many microfinance programs. As such, investing in pilots of shared infrastructure is 

highly recommended if detailed analysis demonstrate commercial viability. 

 

4.4 Operational cost model 

The following table shows the ramp up of the business, including  

 

 the timing of staff hires,  

 purchasing of office assets like motorbikes,  

 household outreach targets for both core solar leasing & supplementary revenue 

streams like SEHEN loan collection or the optional alternatives outlined above 

 Number of active village service centres 

 Number of 40W solar modules installed at these service centres, and power 

installed per centre (for battery charging only, not inclusive of any LIC power 

installations), and 

 PAR-90 default targets, which start high but drop to a low sustainable levels 

within 12-18 months 
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Each field officer would be responsible for 20-25 of the 40-50 charging stations, visiting 

2 per day during 12-15 working days on the road per month from a total of 20 working 

days per month. Salaries are modeled at $800/month for the General Manager and 

$400/month for each field worker. Office and warehouse rent modeled at $400/month, 

utilities $100/month, travel and fuel for motorbikes $200/month and other costs of 

$500/month, for a total of around $3200/month to run the field office. Field officers do 

not collect funds from households - this is the role of the village-level entrepreneur who 

is running the charging station, for which they receive 10-15% of gross revenue collected. 

 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

General manager. qty 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Field + junior office staff, qty 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

# of motorbikes, qty 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

# of households reached, new 20 120 300 600 1000 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500

# of SEHEN households reached, total 20 120 300 600 1000 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500

# of SEHEN households leasing spare parts 10 60 150 300 500 750 750 750 750 750 750 750

# of SEHEN houses paying cash for warranty help 10 60 150 300 500 750 750 750 750 750 750 750

# of SEHEN house loan collections contracted from PLN 0 10 75 100 400 500 800 1000 1500 2000 2000 2000

Power demand from all households, watts 134 804 2010 4020 6700 10050 10050 10050 10050 10050 10050 10050 

# of 40W solar charging modules installed 4 21 51 101 168 252 252 252 252 252 252 252 

# of village service centres established (of 40W or larger) 2 9 23 44 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Total households contracted on leases & collections 40 250 675 1300 2400 3500 3800 4000 4500 5000 5000 5000 

Average power demand (W) per household 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 

Average power installed (W) per village service centre 80 93 89 92 134 202 202 202 202 202 202 202 

PAR-90 default rate (written off revenue) 30.0% 26.0% 20.0% 14.0% 8.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%  
 

All products to be leased would be installed by December 2014, representing 

approximately $294,000 of infrastructure, without including any LICs, which could 

represent a further $150,000. 

 

Revenue would peak at around $10,000/month by late 2015, and be over 90% of this by 

December 2014, with the balance coming from the slower-developed 

alternative/supplementary revenue streams of section 4.3. 

 

The field office would run at a loss until mid 2014, accumulating $20,000 in losses or 6 

months of normal opex. From mid 2014 onwards, after at least 50% of planned assets 

have been deployed into villages and low-default repayments are being collected, the 

office should be generating sufficient gross revenue and net revenue share to cover its 

operational expenses, and begin to pay regular 5% interest payments to investors. 

Investors will aim to gross $78,000 profit over a 5.5 year from the $270,000 investment, 

after which an 18-month project wind-down has also been modelled as asset ownership is 

transferred to the villages and leases expire.  

 

Repayment of capital would not begin to be repaid until after at least 5 years of the 

project, but interest payments can be made regularly after a 12-18 month grace period 

during startup.  

 

4.5 Financial Model 

At full scale operation, and assuming 5-year 5% loans by investors for the infrastructure, 

the following cost and revenue structure gives the driving financial model for the project. 
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Financial Summary for the project 

 
Capital required for field office 11,000

Capital required for projects 258,736

Total Loan Capital raised 270,000

Interest earned during project 78,000

Gross Revenue mobilized 737,240

Village Agents share 110,586

Field office operating costs 240,205

Investor repayments 348,000

Defaults (drops from 30% to 2%) 19,809

Net profit / (loss) 18,640
 

 

4.5.1 Field office costs 

The $11,000 field office cost setup takes place during the first year of the project, and 

includes $4,000 for two $2,000 motorbikes for two field staff. 

 

4.5.2 Capital costs for project infrastructure 

The $258,000 of project infrastructure that is lent to villages is comprised of: 

 

 $140,000 of full home lighting and phone charging kits (ex-Indonesia, ready 

to be shipped to Sumba), which are leased to 1500 households, excluding the power 

supply (which is the solar charging stations), at an average of $94 each, based on an 

assumption that 90% of households take $101 3-lamp kits and 10% of households opt 

for 1-lamp $29 kits (field installation costs add 25% to these costs to yield fully 

installed costs of $126 and $37).  

 $12,500 for leased spare parts to SEHEN users (ex-Indonesia). These 

products can be one of three options 

1. one 3W lamp that we buy for households assuming that the warranty is not 

honored and those lamps failing can't be replaced;  

2. an extra portable battery pack with charging wires to charge phones;  

3. the same battery pack as above, with a 2W torch head also included  

These are assumed to cost (ex-Indonesia, before shipment to Sumba) 

approximately $18, $12 and $8 respectively, and would be rented for weekly tariffs of 

$0.30, $0.30 and $0.50 respectively. Assuming 250 households for each product, the 

ex-Indonesia capital budget is $12,500 and the fully installed cost is $15,625. 

 

 $85,000 for charging station costs, which supply power to the new households 

and can recharge households using the 2W torch head (other spare parts of the 

3W lamps and phone charging battery are assumed to be charged from the 

SEHEN 14Wp solar panels on each households' roof). One 40Wp charging 

station is assumed to cost $285 ex-Indonesia and $356 fully installed, and 

includes a 40Wp panel, 5A controller, 12V 40Ah AGM battery, 10-port 

12V-to-5V charger, wiring and one 3W 12V lamp for night-time operation. 
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 $23,000 for shipping to a port in Sumba (approx. 10% of ex-Indo total cost) 

 $7,000 for road transport from port to district centre warehouse (3%) 

 $16,000 for road transport to site ($300-400/site for 35-50 sites, 7%) 

 $12,000 for installation labour and spare materials ($250-300/site, 5%) 

 

4.5.3 Operating costs 

The operating cost model assumptions have been detailed in section 4.4. Salaries make up 

50% of annual operating costs, while travel, rent and asset depreciation are $1000-1500 

per year from a total of about $38,000/year, at full scale. Operating costs in Year 1 are a 

little lower, at $32,000, to allow for ramp-up of activities. This cost can be compared to 

typical branch office operating costs of microfinance organizations, from data on 

www.mixmarket.org. An analysis of this data shows that average operational costs per 

branch office in Asia are around $50,000, and the loan portfolio managed per branch 

office is around $250,000, indicating costs are 20% of asssets under management. To 

cover such cost, microfinance organizations charge an average of 25% interest.  

 

A significant difference in this model can be seen in average loan size - our $250,000 of 

loaned assets across 40-50 villages give an average loan of $5000 per village energy 

entrepreneur, and 40-50 entrepreneurs served by 2 field officers means 20-25 

entrepreneurs per field officer. Compared to Loan averages of $100/borrower and 

200-300 borrowers per field staff, our model allows more time per entrepreneur, which is 

essential for a very rural model. In short, this model seeks to aggregate "picofinance" 

household loans of $100-200/house that are too small to collect into group or village 

"microfinance" loans of $5000 that are large enough to collect. Such group lending 

models, and group deposits, are not unusual in rural credit models. 

 

4.5.4 Revenue model 

A detailed list of revenues per product and payback periods can be provided upon request. 

It is expected households using kerosene lighting will be interested in 1-lamp, 2-lamp or 

3-lamp kits, with the ability to charge mobile phones. These cost $37-126, fully installed, 

but without the solar panel (because these kits will be recharged from a central solar 

charging station, which adds about 55% to fully installed costs). These would rent for 

$0.75-1.50 per week. Households that already have SEHEN solar systems may be 

interested in renting a 3W lamp, a phone charging battery pack, or a similar battery pack 

including a 2W torch head. These would rent for $0.30-0.50/week. Including the solar 

charging station costs, these would generally have a simple payback period of 2.5-3 

years. 

 

At full scale, the project should generate gross payments of $142,000/year, or around 

$47/house/year (about $1/week). Of this, 10% remains with village agents, and $38,000 

or 28-30% stays with the field office to cover operational costs, yielding 60-62% of gross 

revenue to be returned to investors. This is approximately $87,000/year before a 2% 

default is included. Given the initial investment of almost $300,000, the project has a 

simple payback period approximately 3.5 years. The project period of July 2013 to 

December 2019 is 6.5 years in length, to allow for additional costs to be covered 

 

http://www.mixmarket.org./
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 1.5 years to ramp up the project to full scale which is estimated to "burn" $20,000 

in losses in the first year 

 0.5 year to ramp down again at the project end, which should be possible at 

negligible burn 

 some higher default levels in the first 18 months, which may burn $3000-4000 

 Interest of 5% on a $300,000 project loan, which costs $15,000/year or $90,000 

over 6.5 years, which assumes the loan capital is drawn down in 3 tranches during 

the 18 month setup.  

 

4.5.5 Technical specifications 

It should be noted that these tariffs of $0.20-1.50/week or $1-6/month are well below 

tariffs charged in Africa for similar products of $1.00-3.00/week, or $4-12.month, but are 

similar to , or higher than, tariffs in India project such as Mera Gao minigrids in India and 

microhydro projects in Nepal of $2-3/month. Repayments for 14Wp 3x3W lamp kits in 

the SEHEN program (that exclude mobile phone charging) are to be around $3.50/month, 

but with no transfer of ownership at any time in the future. Extra expense is often 

incurred of $0.20-0.40/week for phone charging, so the total cost of households is likely 

to be $4.00-5.00/month. It is hence difficult to charge more than this for 3x1W lamp kits 

that include mobile phone charging. 

 

One key difference between the original Sundaya 

Ulitium lamp and the copies Adyasolar delivered to the 

field is the presence of a remote control to turn on and 

off lamps. While this may seem as somewhat of a luxury, 

the traditional roof structure in Indonesia involves 

extremely high "ceilings" from which the lamp is hung 

(left), so a pull cord from the lamp may not be very 

practical. Note that a 3-lamp 15Wp kit including the 

solar panel is available for as little as $45-50 (+$10 extra 

for remote control option) from China suppliers (eg. 

Changzhou Seasun), which might lead to a $30 price 

without the solar panel and a $60-70 ex-Indonesia price 

after import (compared to our assumed target price of 

$101), but the longevity of these cheaper systems has yet 

to be tested. 

 

The battery packs in the SEHEN kits are 3.7V lithium-ion, so the solar panels that charge 

them are typically around 6V. While the spare parts for SEHEN households needs to also 

be 3.3-3.7V to be compatible with this solar panel, it might be considered commercially 

sensible for the voltage of alternate products to be considerably different (6-12V), so that 

it is not possible to charge a project home lighting kit from a 6Vp SEHEN solar panel. 

Several Lighting Africa certified products can meet this criteria, through 6V or 12V 

lighting kits (Betta Lights or Barefoot Power), but alternatively arranged lithium-ion or 

LiFePO4 battery packs of 2 or 3 batteries may also be considered (7.4-11.11V or 6.6-9.9V 

output voltages). The higher voltage can also reduce voltage drop in household wiring, 

which should be minimized to around 5%, and typically means a maximum cable length 
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of 10m-20m of wire from the battery pack to the most distant lamp/load. 

 

On average, products would be lent for 5-6 years per household, so technical performance 

needs to be very robust, particularly for the household battery packs. If the battery pack is 

recharged at a charging station 2-3 times per week, and experiences 100-150 cycles year 

year, it must be able to last 650-1000 cycles. It is known that LiFePO4 batteries can last 

this long even with deep discharge levels - other battery technologies may need proper 

testing to verify this. Some technologies, such as standard lead-acid batteries, are not 

suitable, and AGM is also unlikely to last the distance. Lead-crystal or lead-iron batteries 

may be suited, and good quality lithium-ion or lithium-polymer would be suited. Nickel 

technologies (NiCd, NiMh) are not likely to last long enough. The charging station should 

use tubular lead-acid batteries, which have been proven in South Asia to have sufficiently 

long life (eg. from Rahimafrooz or similar suppliers). Large capacity LiFePO4 batteries 

are also now available, but may not be cost-effective in comparison. 
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5 Implementation Strategies 

 
5.1 Project Calendar 

The follow schedule is suggested for project implementation 

 

Key Immediate Actions include 

 

 using the sites we have identified, try to replace about 50-100 lamps in 2-5 villages 

(involving 100-300 households, or 10% of our 1000-2000 household target), and see 

if it is even possible to get replacement lamps, see how much it costs to run the 

service and how much time it takes, find out what was technical wrong with the 

lamps and see if they are locally repairable (50% likely), and lastly see if the 

participating villagers will pay Rp 2000 for the service to get them in the habit of 

paying for service and open the door to upselling them to system expansion end-uses 

(extra lamps, phone charger, radio, etc)  

 

 set up 2-5 village entrepreneurs to undertake this lamp replacement program, 

reporting back to Adi Lagur in Waibakul or via phone, and also lease to them 20 

households’ worth, per village (50-100 households worth in total) of various 

products that can a) be used by kerosene lamp using households, and b) can be 

added on to existing SEHEN systems, like a phone charger. This will require 

specifying and procuring the right kind of products….see specifications in 4.5.5, and 

further details are available on request. 

 

 Continue to build the GIS system from data gained on site (mostly MapInfo format) 

to gain a better road network, possibly land use patterns, village names, and also 

complete the georeferencing of the 1:25000 map series (need to take photos, merge, 

and create a world file). 

 

A full project calendar model has been developed but not included in this report. The 

financial model and subsequent loan cycles have not yet been modelled in great financial 

detail. 

 

Project model planning steps, first loan period: 

 

Evaluation by Hivos and field team 

 

Procure product samples, field visit to trial product acceptability by households, 
determine impact of government solar program in various geographic areas of 

Central Sumba, begin desktop analysis of remaining 2 Sumba provinces 

 

Complete fieldwork and desktop study of West & East Sumba 

 

Initiate first Pilot projects – 3-5 charging stations servicing 100-500 households, 

costing $10,000-$50,000 – product design and order placement 
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Product manufacture, operator selection and training, community discussions and 

mobilization, including 2-5% deposit collection 

 

Pilot product shipment to site and installation 

 

Pilot project loan period begins 

 

Evaluation of charging station pilot default rate. Detailed feasibility study of 1-2 

minigrid sites (one biomass gasifier, one microhydro) 

 

Phase 1 charging stations: product order for 15-25 charging stations for 1000-2000 

households in Central Sumba + pilots in other provinces. 

 

Phase 1 charging station manufacture, delivery and installation. Minigrid contract 

preparations 

 

Phase 1 charging stations loan period begins 

 

Phase 1 evaluation, minigrid pilot procurement 

 

Phase 2 charging stations: product order for 50-100 charging stations to complete 

central Sumba installations and begin first rollout of stations in other two provinces 

 

Phase 2 manufacture and delivery of charging stations. Minigrid pilots begin 

construction + operator trainings 

 

Phase 2 charging stations installation + pilot minigrids complete construction 

 

Phase 2 charging stations loan period begins 

 

Phase 2 charging stations evaluation + minigrids evaluation 

 

Phase 3 charging stations order, manufacture, delivery: 100-200 charging stations to 

other two provinces to complete kerosene lamp elimination for all Sumba 

 

Phase 3 installation of charging stations + next phase of minigrid planning 

 

Phase 3 charging stations loan period begins.  

 

Kerosene lamp elimination complete  

(other than defaulting households, and 2-4% of ‘unreachable’ remote households). 

 

Minigrid designing and planning, quiet period of loan collections, prepare materials 

of 2
nd

 loan cycle of larger lighting systems for Phase 1 households. 

 

2020 – Phase 1 loan collection ends. 2
nd

 cycle for Phase 1 households begins. 
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2021 – Phase 2 loan collection ends. 2
nd

 cycle for Phase 2 households begins. 

2022 – Phase 3 loan collection ends. 2
nd

 cycle for Phase 3 households begins. 

2023 - Phase 1 loan collection ends. Phase 1 minigrids begin operation 

2024 - Phase 2 loan collection ends. Phase 2 minigrids begin operation 

2025 - Phase 3 loan collection ends. Phase 3 minigrids begin operation 

 

All target households have achieved ~30W of ‘energy access’, 12-24 hour power 

(preferably without battery storage, to reduce per unit kWh costs) 

 

A minigrid schedule for 2017 onwards is not included in detail, but the aim is to install all 

minigrids (25-50 in Central Sumba + 50-100 in other two provinces) as the 1
st
 or 2

nd
 

cycle of charging station loans ends, depending on the performance of the villages for 

repayment -  good performance will increase investor appetite to invest in 

non-recoverable assets like underground cabling and concrete civil works, whereas poor 

loan performance will reinforce the use of fully recoverable assets like portable battery 

packs. 5-15 villages may be nominated to receive minigrids fairly early, at end of 1
st
 cycle 

of charging station loans, to follow smoothly from the 2 pilot minigrids, but ramp up to 

20-50 minigrids to cover the whole province is unlikely until 2019-2021 if a 2
nd

 charging 

stations loan cycle is not undertaken, and 2022-2024 if a 2
nd

 charging stations loan cycle 

is included.  

 

5.2 Additional Implementation Considerations 

A detailed monitoring and risk management strategy is beyond the scope of this report, 

but should be completed in the next phase of work with Hivos’ team and key stakeholders 

before major purchasing decisions are undertaken. This would include detailed design of 

a “branch office” that supports a Cluster of approximately 35-50 charging stations and 

5000 households across Central Sumba. 3 field staff from this office would visit each 

power station monthly, visiting at least two sites per day, and would be supported and 

managed by 2-3 other branch staff, for a total staff of 5-8. This team would manage 

$300,000-$500,000 of project assets and loans that are invested in Central Sumba.  

 

This model could be replicated across the rest of Sumba, creating a network of 2-5 such 

Cluster Branch Offices, which serve 10,000-25,000 households, and manage $1-3 million 

of project assets. Given the scale of the project, it would be rational to incorporate a 

special purpose company to manage the Sumba Rural Energy projects and assets, which 

may serve as a replicable project company for other regions of Indonesia that also suffer 

from energy poverty, and possibly could be utilized outside Indonesia as well for similar 

issues. 
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